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Abstract
This paper explores the effects of both finite width and interference (with background) in the pair
production and decay of extra heavy quarks with charge 2/3 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
This dynamics is normally ignored in standard experimental searches and we assess herein the regions
of validity of current approaches, also evaluating the performances of a set of current experimental
analyses at 8 and 13 TeV for the deterimination of the excluded regions in the (MVLQ,ΓVLQ) plane,
MVLQ being the mass of the VLQ and ΓVLQ its width. Further, we discuss the configurations of
masses, widths and couplings where the latter breaks down.
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1 Introduction
Following the discovery of a Higgs boson [1, 2] with essentially a Standard Model (SM) nature [3, 4], the
existence of a fourth generation of chiral quarks (i.e., with SM-like V −A structure in gauge boson charged
currents) has been excluded [4]1. However, the same Large Hadron Collider (LHC) data constrain Vector-
Like Quarks (VLQs) significantly less. These hypothised states of matter are heavy spin 1/2 particles that
transform as triplets under colour but, unlike SM quarks, their left- and right-handed couplings have the
same Electro-Weak (EW) quantum numbers. These objects are predicted by various theoretical scenarios
(composite Higgs models [9–16], models with extra dimensions, little Higgs models [17, 18], models with
gauging of the flavour group [19–22], non-minimal supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model
1It has to be specified here that new chiral quarks have been excluded in the context of a minimal extension of the SM
where an extra quark would be the only new particle. If the Higgs sector is also enlarged to contain new states [5–7], or if
more than one quark multiplet is introduced [8], new chiral quarks can indeed be accomodated. We will not discuss such
non-minimal extensions in this context.
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(SM) [23–28], Grand Unified Theories [29, 30]) and can be observed in a large number of final states,
depending on how they interact with SM particles (see for example [31–35] for general reviews).
In order to be as model independent as possible, experimental searches for VLQs exploit an economical
approach, assuming that only one new VLQ is present beyond the SM, consider QCD processes alone and
parametrise the production and decay dynamics using the Narrow Width Approximation (NWA). While
this procedure is clearly very appropriate for several parameter configurations of new physics models
containing VLQs, there are others where the aforementioned assumptions would not be correct. For
example, most VLQ models predict in general the existence of a new quark sector, which implies the
presence of more than just one new coloured state, so that, especially when such states are (nearly)
degenerate in mass, significant interference effects may occur. This has been pointed out in Ref. [36]
where it was also shown how to account for them in a model-independent way, at least in the case of
two VLQs being present and with moderate intrinsic width (say, less than 10% of the mass). As for the
reliance on QCD pair production only, this approach has been recently superseeded too, as EW processes
have also been explored [37]), using a parameterisation which largely maintains a model independent
approach.
An aspect that has received less attention so far is the adoption of the NWA and its limitations.
It is well known that, in the case of the top quark, effects induced onto the inclusive cross-section by
its finite width are of O(Γt/mt)2, hence generally negligible, as mt ≈ 173 GeV and Γt ≈ 1.5 GeV. A
study of finite width effects in final states corresponding to top pair production has been performed
in Ref. [38]. One would naively expect that similar effects in the case of VLQs would be of the same
size, i.e., of O(ΓVLQ/MVLQ)2. However, it should be noted that, as MVLQ is unknown, also ΓVLQ is,
so that the aforementioned corrections may not be negligible, if ΓVLQ/MVLQ is not very small. In fact,
also differences between the case of the top quark and a VLQ due to the different structure of their
couplings in the charged decay currents would play a role2. In this connection, one should recall that, in
taking the NWA, as generally done in most Monte Carlo (MC) programs used in phenomenological and
experimental analyses, one neglects off-diagonal spin effects which stem from the quark (top or vector-like)
being massive and whose size is intimately related to the vector/axial (or left/right) composition of the
fermionic state entering the charged decay currents and, of course, to the value of the ratio ΓVLQ/MVLQ.
Furthermore, these very same two aspects also enter the interfering terms between the heavy quark (top
or vector-like) signal (whichever way this is defined in terms of Feynman diagrams) and the background
(which would then be represented by all the other graphs leading to the same final state). Needless to
say, one should then not assume that what is valid for the treatment of off-shellness effects of the top
quark (and consequent interferences) remains so for VLQs as well.
Very recently experimental searches for VLQs have started to explore the large width regime, con-
sidering single production of top and bottom VLQ partners [39, 40]. However, to our knowledge, no
experimental limit has been set for topologies compatible with the pair production channels. It is the
purpose of this paper to assess the regions of validity of the NWA for final states compatible with pair
production and decay of a VLQ with charge 2/3 but where, due to its finite width, the VLQ is produced,
via both QCD and EW interactions, in pairs or even singly. Interference effects of various nature will
also be considered. We will do so under the assumption that all the decay products of the heavy quark
are visible SM states. The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next two sections we describe our
conventions and the computational tools we adopted while in the following two we present our numerical
results, first for the case of finite width corrections then for interference effects. Finally, we conclude in
the last section.
2 Setup
2.1 Definitions
To understand the effects of large widths on the signal, we will consider different processes, all leading to
the same four-particle final state:
• QCD pair production and decay of on-shell VLQs
This process is usually considered in experimental searches of VLQs. In the NWA it is possible
to separate and factorize production and decay of the heavy quarks, thus allowing for a model-
independent analysis of the results. The cross-section for this process is given by (hereafter, in our
2Notice that VLQs may also decay through flavour changing neutral currents, involving both the Higgs and Z bosons.
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formulae, Q denotes a VLQ):
σX ≡ σ2→2 BR(Q) BR(Q¯) (1)
where, obviously, σ2→2 only takes into account pure QCD topologies.
• Full signal
In this process all the topologies which contain at least one VLQ propagator are taken into account.
The only assumption is that the QCD and EW order of the processes are the same as in the processes
above, for consistency. The full signal includes the pair production process without the on-shell
condition described above. The cross-section of this process will be labelled as σS . Some example
topologies for this process which are not included in the previous ones are in Fig. 1. The full signal
contains topologies which are generally subleading in the NWA, but that become more and more
relevant as the width of the VLQ increases.
Figure 1: Examples of topologies containing only one VLQ propagator for the PP → W+bW−b¯ and
PP → ZtZt¯ processes.
• SM irreducible background
This process trivially corresponds to all the 2 → 4 topologies which do not involve any VLQ
propagators. The cross-section will be labelled as σB .
• Total process
This process includes the full signal, the SM background and the interference terms. The cross-
section will be labelled as σT and is related to the previous cross-sections by the following relation:
σT = σS + σB + σinterference (2)
In order to determine the effect of large widths on the cross-section, we will consider a number of
variables:
• σS−σXσX : this ratio takes into account both the off-shell and the subleading contributions given by
topologies which contain at least one VLQ propagator. It measures in practice how much the full
signal differs from the approximate pair-production-plus-decay signal in the NWA.
• σT−(σX+σB)σX+σB : this ratio measures the correction factor to apply to obtain the full cross-section
starting with the pair-production in the NWA and the SM background considered independently.
• σT−(σS+σB)σS+σB : this ratio measures the size of the interference effects between signal and SM back-
ground.
2.2 Tools and validation
Our numerical results at partonic level have been obtained using MadGraph 5 [41, 42] with the public
VLQ model [43] implemented in FeynRules [44]. We have produced events in the five-flavour scheme
(5FS), using the cteq6l1 [45] PDF set. Hadronisation and parton showering have been obtained through
the Pythia 8 code [46]. To obtain the width-dependent bounds on the VLQ mass we have considered a
combination of searches at 8 TeV and an ATLAS search [47] at 13 TeV. All the searches we considered are
present in the database of the code CheckMATE2 [48], which exploits the Delphes 3 framework [49].
We stress here that the purpose of our recasting is not to obtain bounds for large width VLQs but to
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study the performance of sets of cuts currently adopted in searches for pair production of VLQs or opti-
mised for different final states. Determining an optimised set of selection and kinematics cuts to enhance
the sensitivity to the kinematics of a T with large width (and therefore determine a reliable bound in the
mass-width plane) will be the scope of a future dedicated study.
Furthermore, to fully validate our analysis of the NWA results versus the off-shell ones, we developed
a separate code where the Dirac function is obtained as the appropriate limit of the Breit-Wigner dis-
tribution, we have also prepared a dedicated 2 → 6 program (hence also including the fermionic decays
of the bosons stemming from the two T decays, which are SM-like), wherein we have adopted a suitable
mapping of the integrand function, via the standard change of variable
p2 −M2 = MΓ tan θ, (3)
where p2 is the (squared) moment flowing through a resonance with mass M and width Γ. This factorises
the Jacobian
dp2 =
1
MΓ
[(p2 −M2)2 +M2Γ2]dθ, (4)
which thus incorporates the resonant behaviour in the sampling of the phase space itself, thereby rendering
the multi-dimensional numerical integration (done via importance sampling) very efficient. Finally, upon
multiplying the integrand function by Γ/Γtot, where Γtot is the decaying particle’s intrinsic total width,
and taking the limit Γ → 0, we obtain self-consistently the above transition from the off-shell to the
NWA results. The results obtained this way closely match those obtained through MadGraph 5 for the
aforementioned 2→ 2 (on-shell, times BR) and 2→ 4 (off-shell) processes.
As the SM top quark, t, and the heavy quark with same Electro-Magnetic (EM) charge, T , have a
common decay channel, i.e., bW+, as a preliminary exercise meant to address the impact of a potentially
very different chiral structures in the transitions t→ bW+ and T → bW+, we have defined the following
quantity
R(X) =
σ(pp→ X → bW+b¯W− → 6 fermions)FW
σ(pp→ X → bW+b¯W− → 6 fermions)NWA
, (5)
which measures inclusively the effect of a Finite Width (FW) for the cases X = t (a heavy quark with
pure V − A couplings, i.e., top-like) and X = Right (heavy quark with pure V + A couplings). Clearly,
these are extreme coupling choices, as an interaction eigenstate of a VLQ would have an admixture of
V −A and V +A couplings. However, it should be recalled that VLQ couplings have always a dominant
chirality: this has been demonstrated in Refs. [34,50]. In Fig. 2 we plot the ratio R(Right)/R(t) mapped
as a function of the heavy quark mass MVLQ and relative width x = ΓVLQ/MVLQ over the ranges [1000
GeV, 2500 GeV] (i.e., up to the typical mass reach of the LHC for pair production) and [0, 0.5] (i.e., up
to the width limit beyond which the VLQ can no longer be considered a resonance), respectively. One
can see that differences are phenomenologically irrelevant.
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Figure 2: Ratio of FW corrections with respect to the NWA relative to the V −A case of a V +A charged
decay current.
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3 Benchmarks and constraints
In the present analysis we will consider the processes of production of a heavy top-like quark T . In
principle, from a model-independent point of view, the T quark is allowed to interact with all SM quark
generations, but to evaluate the effects of large widths in different scenarios, only specific interactions
will be switched on in the different examples we will consider.
Since the purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the effects of large widths on channels commonly
explored by experimental analysis, we will consider only final states allowed by T pair production and
decay. The full set of channels in which a pair-produced T quark can decay is given by the following
matrix:
T T¯ →

WdWd¯ WdZu¯ WdHu¯ WdWs¯ WdZc¯ WdHc¯ WdWb¯ WdZt¯ WdHt¯
ZuWd¯ ZuZu¯ ZuHu¯ ZuWs¯ ZuZc¯ WdHc¯ ZuWb¯ ZuZt¯ ZuHt¯
HuWd¯ HuZu¯ HuHu¯ HuWs¯ HuZc¯ WdHc¯ HuWb¯ HuZt¯ HuHt¯
WsWd¯ WsZu¯ WsHu¯ WsWs¯ WsZc¯ WdHc¯ WsWb¯ WsZt¯ WsHt¯
ZcWd¯ ZcZu¯ ZcHu¯ ZcWs¯ ZcZc¯ WdHc¯ ZcWb¯ ZcZt¯ ZcHt¯
HcWd¯ HcZu¯ HcHu¯ HcWs¯ HcZc¯ WdHc¯ HcWb¯ HcZt¯ HcHt¯
WbWd¯ WbZu¯ WbHu¯ WbWs¯ WbZc¯ WdHc¯ WbWb¯ WbZt¯ WbHt¯
ZtWd¯ ZtZu¯ ZtHu¯ ZtWs¯ ZtZc¯ WdHc¯ ZtW b¯ ZtZt¯ ZtHt¯
HtWd¯ HtZu¯ HtHu¯ HtWs¯ HtZc¯ WdHc¯ HtWb¯ HtZt¯ HtHt¯

(6)
We will focus on two blocks of this matrix, the top-left (corresponding to a T interacting with the first
SM generation) and the bottom-right (T interacting with the third SM generation). As we are interested
in the width dependence of ratios of cross-sections and of mass bounds, we expect that the scenario
of mixing with the second generation will not give sizably different results with respect to the mixing
with first generation, so we will not consider it in this analysis. Performing the analysis by selecting
specific final states doesn’t mean that we are assuming that the T quark only interacts with first or third
generation. Effects of large width are different depending on the kinematics of the process and by selecting
representative scenarios it is possible to reconstruct intermediate configurations (VLQs interacting partly
with heavy and partly with light SM generations).
This analysis is of phenomenological interest only for mass values for which the number of final events
is (ideally) larger than 1. In Fig. 3 we show the number of events for different LHC luminosities for the X
channel, which is common to all scenarios. The number of events in Fig. 3 has been computed considering
a NNLO cross-section, however the results in the next sections will correspond to LO cross-sections, as we
are assuming that for processes of pair production the kinematics won’t change appreciably and all the
differences can be factorised through a K-factor. From Fig. 3 it is possible to see that the ideal practical
validity of our results is limited to mass values of around 1500 GeV for LHC@8TeV, 2500 GeV (2700
GeV) for LHC@13TeV with 100/fb (300/fb) integrated luminosity. Of course we are not considering here
effects due to experimental acceptances and efficiencies.
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Figure 3: Number of events at partonic level for QQ¯ pair production and for different LHC energies
and luminosities. The corresponding cross-sections have been computed using HATHOR [51] with
MSTW2008nnlo68 PDFs [52].
3.1 How large can the width be?
In a simplified model where the SM is only augmented by the presence of a VLQ representation containing
a T quark the couplings of the VLQ are constrained by different observables [32]. In contrast, a T VLQ
with a large width in such a scenario can only be obtained if its couplings are large. It is therefore
important to determine how large the width can be in simplified scenarios if constraints on the T couplings
are saturated to the current bounds. Such bounds depend on the specific representation the T state
belongs to. We will consider here as representative scenarios a T singlet and a T as part of a doublet
(both (X, T ) and (T, B)). In both cases the Branching Ratios (BRs) depend on both mass and width,
but for the singlet the couplings are dominantly left-handed, while for the doublet the couplings are
dominantly right-handed. In Fig. 4 we show the contours with constant Γ/M ratio for different values
of the T mass and mixing angle with the SM top quark, to which we have superimposed the excluded
regions from EWPTs and Zbb constraints, borrowed from Ref. [53].
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Figure 4: Contours with constant Γ/M ratio as function of T mass and mixing angle for T belonging to
different representations and with different mixing hypotheses. The excluded (shaded) regions from [53]
have been superimposed.
Clearly, simplified models where the SM is extended with one VLQ representation containing a T with
large mixing are strongly constrained, and therefore the T width cannot become larger than few % of
the mass (at best). The scenarios are even more constrained for T quarks mixing with light generations,
for which the bounds are tighter [32, 54]. Therefore, to keep a model-independent perspective we must
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assume that the width of the T can become large because of the presence of further (yet undiscovered)
new states lighter than the T VLQ, which results in a larger number of decay channels into further
BSM particles, and/or because of mixing with other VLQs, which may relax constraints from flavour or
precision observables because of cancellations of effects [55]. Hence, for the purposes of this analysis, the
total width of the T will be considered as a free parameter, limited to be less than the extreme value
of 50% of the mass of the VLQ. In practice, we will consider values up to 40% of the T mass for our
numerical evaluations.
4 Extra T quark mixing with third generation SM quarks
4.1 Large width effects on the signal at parton level
The effect of a large width in the cross-section due to off-shell contributions and to topologies which are
absent in the NWA limit is shown in Fig. 5. At parton level we will only show results at 13 TeV. We
verified that the results at 8 TeV are qualitatively similar.
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Figure 5: Relative difference between the full signal cross-section and the cross-section of QCD pair
production for T mixing with the SM top quark.
As a first sanity check of our calculations we observe that, as expected, in the NWA limit the off-shell
contributions are negligible. The contributions of off-shellness and new topologies become more and more
relevant as the width of the T increases and the cross-section may eventually become several factors larger
than in the NWA for some final states. The large increase of the cross-section even for small T masses
for channels with the bottom in the final state is explained by the presence of diagrams where the b-jets
are radiated directly from the initial state or generated by gluon splittings: such topologies are enhanced
by collinear divergences. We will not explore this aspect further, as the isolation and kinematics cuts
applied at analysis level usually remove such enhanced contributions, independently of the T mass and
width as we will show in Sec. 4.3.
For some channels it is possible to notice a cancellation of effects which makes the QCD pair production
cross-section similar to the cross-section including off-shell contributions even for large values of the width.
The cancellations appear at different values of the T mass, depending on the channel and for processes
involving the bottom quark in the final state they are partially masked by the large increase of the cross-
section due to the collinear divergences caused by topologies where the bottom quarks arise from gluon
splitting, as the one shown in Fig. 1. Such cancellations are due to the different scaling of phase space
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between the large and narrow width regimes. Indeed, if the T VLQ has a large width, the transferred
momentum of the process can have values in a larger range than in the NWA case, where it is constrained
by the resonant production of the T pair: this means in turn that the PDFs are sampled at different
scales and therefore the cross-section receives a non-trivial mass- and width-dependent contribution which
results in the observed behaviour. Of course, this does not necessarily mean that the NWA approximation
can be used along the cancellation regions. Sample kinematical distributions of the decay products of
the T in different width regimes are shown in Fig. 6 for the HtHt channel and MT = 600 GeV and in
Fig. 7 for the ZtZt channel and MT = 800 GeV. In both cases, while the η distribution does not change
significantly as the width increases, the pT distributions exhibits a visible shift towards the softer region.
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Figure 6: Partonic level differential cross-sections for the HtHt channel. From left to right and top to
bottom: ηt, pTt, ηH and pTH . All distributions correspond to a T mass of 600 GeV, for which σS ∼ σX
almost independently of the T width.
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Figure 7: Partonic level differential cross-sections for the ZtZt channel. From left to right and top to
bottom: ηt, pTt, ηZ and pTZ . All distributions correspond to a T mass of 800 GeV, for which σS ∼ σX
almost independently of the T width.
4.2 Interference with SM background
When considering processes of pair production of heavy quarks in the NWA, interferences with the
SM background are zero by construction, but if the width of the heavy quark is large, it is crucial to
explore the relevance of interference terms in the determination of the total number of events. Moreover,
understanding this contribution for regions which are not usually explored in experimental analyses may
be useful in the determination of sets of kinematical cuts for the optimisation of future searches, if any
hint of a VLQ with large width appears in the data.
The correction factor between the total cross-section and the sum of NWA pair production and SM
backround cross-section is plotted in Fig. 8. Such correction factors depend on the relative weight of the
SM background contribution in the determination of the total cross-section: they are almost negligible
in the whole parameter space where the background is the dominant contribution to the total signal,
while they are become larger where the new physics signal has a more relevant role. This can easily be
understood by considering what affects the various terms of the ratio. Herein, σB is a constant term (for
fixed final state), σX only depends on the T mass and σT is the only term which depends on the both the
T mass and width. For the WbWb case, however, σT is almost entirely dominated by the SM background
contribution (mostly by the top pair production process) and therefore the contribution of the T is just
a small correction, which does not produce relevant effects in the whole range of masses and widths we
have explored. For the ZtZt and HtHt scenarios, on the contrary, the SM background is comparable or
negligible with respect to the signal contribution, and therefore the dependence on the T mass and width
is much more evident.
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Figure 8: Relative difference in cross-section between the total 2 → 4 process, including the SM back-
ground and the sum of QCD pair production and SM backgrounds. Top row: final states on the diagonal
of the matrix in Eq. 6 (third generation mixing); bottom row: off-diagonal final states (third generation
mixing).
The full contribution of interference terms, considering the full signal instead of the signal in the NWA,
is always numerically negligible. In Fig. 9 we have shown the only channel for which the contribution can
become larger than 10% in absolute value. The inclusion of single-resonance effects, therefore, changes
the picture in a substantial way, showing that interference effects between the full signal and the SM
background are always negligible, except for the HtHt channel in the large width and large MT region.
This has to be expected because the kinematical properties of signal and background are usually different.
However, this can only be seen by taking into account the full signal contribution. This means that, if
searches for VLQs with large width are designed, considering the full signal instead of rescaling the
NWA results would almost in any case automatically kill any contribution from interference with the SM
background, especially for scenarios where the SM background is large.
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Figure 9: Relative contribution of the interference between the full signal and the SM background. HtHt
is the only channel for which this contribution can reach values above 10% in size.
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4.3 Results at detector level
In this section we will study the performance of 8 TeV and 13 TeV searches from both ATLAS and CMS
in determining the excluded region in the {MT ,ΓT /MT } plane. We will consider only final states in the
diagonal of the matrix of Eq. 6 because non-diagonal final states would not represent, by themselves,
physically valid scenarios. Such final states arise only if the VLQ has non-zero BRs in different chan-
nels, and a consistent treatment would require the combination of diagonal and off-diagonal final states
together. As stated above, the purpose of this study is not to set limits, but to study the performance of
experimental searches in regions yet unexplored for these scenarios. Indeed, the set of searches we con-
sider are not necessarily optimised for the discovery of VLQs at the LHC, therefore our recast bounds are
not likely to be competitive with current bounds for pair production of VLQs in the NWA, and, in this re-
spect, we will not compare our results with other bounds from direct searches for pair production of VLQs.
We show in Fig. 10 the exclusion lines for combinations of 8 TeV searches from both ATLAS and CMS
for the three diagonal final states compatible with pair production and decay of T VLQs. Our results
show that none of the signal regions in the considered searches is sensitive to the large width scenarios:
the exclusion bound are, for all final states, analogous to the NWA limit.
Figure 10: Recast bounds in the (MT ,ΓT /MT ) plane with a set of ATLAS (top row) and CMS (bottom
row) searches at 8 TeV for diagonal final states.
This can be understood by considering the cross-section of the full signal, σS , and the dependence on
the T width of the efficiencies of the Signal Regions (SRs) which is most marked near the bounds. In
Fig. 11 we superimpose the bound from the combination of ATLAS searches at 8 TeV with the cross-
section of the full signal for the WbWb channel (the others are qualitatively similar): the dependence
on the width of the cross-section is weak in the region where the searches fix the exclusion limit, and
becomes slightly stronger for higher (allowed) masses. Moreover, the variation of the kinematics of the
final states is not large enough to increase the sensitivity of the search cuts, as can be seen by looking at
the efficiency of the the SR bCd bulk d of the ATLAS search [56], which depends rather weakly on the
width of the T .
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Figure 11: Cross-section and efficiency of the best ATLAS SR (bCd bulk d of [56]) for the WbWb
channel, compared with the bound.
Our results at 13 TeV have been obtained considering a dedicated search for pair production of a
T VLQ [47] implemented in CheckMATE. The results exhibit a similar behaviour as the set of 8 TeV
ones. Our bounds are rather different from those reported in Ref. [47]. However, we did not rescale the
bounds considering different BRs, as we have not factorised the production from decay, and we are mostly
interested in the dependence on the width of such bounds. In this respect, the bounds weakly depend on
the T width, as can be seen in Fig. 12. As for the 8 TeV case, the slight increase in cross-section, and
relative deformation of kinematics distribution of the final state objects is compensated by an increase
of the efficiencies of the SRs cuts. This information can be exploited for the design of future dedicated
searches if the discovery of VLQs with large width are among the goals of the studies.
Figure 12: Same as Fig. 10 for the ATLAS search at 13 TeV [47] implemented in CheckMATE. The
plot for the WbWb channel is not shown because within the explored range the recasting does not set
any limit.
5 Extra T quark mixing with first generation SM quarks
5.1 Large width effects on the signal at parton level
If the T interacts with first generation SM quarks, topologies where gluons splitting into light quarks
increase the cross-section due to collinear enhancements are present also for neutral currents, as shown in
Fig. 13. In the case of mixing with third generation, such topologies were not present for neutral currents
due to the large top mass.
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Figure 13: Examples of neutral-current topologies for heavy quarks with large width mixing with first
generation.
The relative increase of the cross-section with respect to the NWA regime is shown in Fig. 14 for an
energy of 13 TeV (we have checked that the results at 8 TeV are analogous), where it is possible to notice
the large enhancement due to topologies with collinear divergences for all final states.
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Figure 14: Same as Fig. 5 for T mixing with first generation.
5.2 Interference with SM background
The correction factors to multiply to the sum of NWA cross-section and SM background to obtain the
interference term are plotted in Fig. 15. For all channels the correction factor becomes quickly large as
the T width increases, even if in different fashions depending on the channel. The relative differences
between signal and background are small in this case, such that σT receives a large contribution from
the signal. However, when taking into account the full signal, including the large width effects, the
interference effects with the SM background become small or negligible in the whole parameter space.
As in the case of mixing with third generation, these results show that searches for the exploration of
scenarios where the VLQs mix with light generations and have a large width would be significantly more
accurate by considering the full signal instead than reinterpreting the NWA results.
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Figure 15: Same as Fig. 8 for T mixing with first generation.
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Figure 16: Same as Fig. 9 for T mixing with first generation.
5.3 Results at detector level
Our recast results, obtained considering the same set of ATLAS and CMS searches at 8 TeV as in the
case of mixing with third generation, are shown in Fig. 17. The dependence of the bound on the T width
is stronger than in the case of mixing with third generation. For all channels the bound on the T mass
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becomes stronger as the T width increases. This behaviour has again to be put in relation with the
dependence of the signal cross-section, σS , on the T mass and width, shown in the example of Fig. 18
for the bound on the ZuZu channel from ATLAS searches. It is possible to see that the bound roughly
tracks the cross-section, which unlike in the case of third generation mixing is much more dependent on
the width of the T , and that the width dependence of the efficiency on the other hand is weakly increasing
with both width and mass of T along the bound.
Figure 17: Same as Fig. 10 for T mixing with first generation.
Figure 18: Cross-section and efficiency of the best ATLAS SR (SR01 c.2jt of [57]) for the ZuZu channel,
compared with the bound.
6 Conclusions
We have performed an analysis of off-shell and interference contributions to the process of pair production
of heavy quarks at the LHC in the context of minimal scenarios where the SM is extended by adding
only a new quark state. As, according to current experimental limits, the latter cannot have the V − A
structure of the top quark (unless the Higgs sector is extended, which is not the case in our analysis), we
have first assessed how off-shellness impacts on the heavy quark decay signature common to the one of
top quark pairs, i.e., W−b¯W+b, showing that a V +A chiral structure would be similarly affected over the
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LHC kinematical regime for pair production of heavy quarks which can be profiled through a resonance.
In this case then, the implementation of finite width effects for heavy quarks can be subsumed under the
well established procedures already put in place for the top quark, by simply rescaling the mass of the
fermion. Many more decays are however possible for a generic heavy quark pair. Of all the latter, as
representative examples, we have chosen to focus on the production and decay of a heavy vector-like top
partner T in the singlet representation and considered two scenarios in which it mixes with either the
first or third generation of SM quarks.
The results of our analysis quantify the relevance of the large width regime in the determination of
the cross-section and the importance of interference effects between signal and SM background. Clearly,
the differences in the cross-section are ultimately reflected in different kinematical distributions, which
result in different experimental efficiencies for specific sets of kinematical cuts on the final state. The
effect of interference is also found to be generally relevant if the NWA approximation is adopted, while
its role is almost negligible if the full signal is considered. Finally, we have evaluated the performance of
a set of ATLAS and CMS searches at both 8 and 13 TeV in the determination of the excluded region in
the (MT ,ΓT /MT ) plane. We found that the signal regions which are most relevant for the determination
of the constraints are weakly sensitive to the T width if the T mixes with the SM top quark, while they
can pose higher mass bounds (with respect to the NWA limits) if the T mixes with the up quark.
To summarise, the conclusion of our analysis is that it is not possible to trivially rescale the mass
bounds for VLQs decaying to SM states obtained considering processes of pair production and decay in
the NWA to determine constraints for VLQ with large widths. Further, given the weak dependence on
the T width of a large set of signal regions of 8 TeV analyses from both ATLAS and CMS, and also of
signal regions from a dedicated ATLAS analysis [47] at 13 TeV looking at pair production of T VLQs, we
think that designing different signal regions in experimental analyses to explore the large width regime
by taking into account the full kinematical properties of the signal is advisable for a more comprehensive
search of heavy quarks at the LHC. A prerequisite to this is to dismiss at MC generation level both the
NWA (which leads to severe mis-estimates) and a naive generalisation to a FW approach using the same
topologies as in the NWA (which is potentially strongly gauge dependent) in favour of a full determination
of every contribution (off-shellness and new topologies) to the signal.
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